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Read Aloud/
Modeled Reading
Focused Reading Intervention
 ◗ Develop and enrich vocabulary  

and language
 ◗ Model fluent reading and 

comprehension strategies  
with think alouds

 ◗ Demonstrate authentic responses  
to text and model how authors write

 ◗ Engage with an appropriate mix of 
fiction and nonfiction texts, appealing 
to all students

Shared Reading
Focused Reading Intervention
 ◗ Deepen students’ critical 

thinking and higher-order 
thinking skills

 ◗ Focus students’ attention  
on critical text features,  
types, and genres

 ◗ Analyze perspectives, apply reading 
skills and strategies, and reflect on 
and respond to text

Phonics/Word Study
Targeted Phonics for Grades Pre·K–2
 ◗ Easily follow the systematic and 

sequenced phonics lessons and activities
 ◗ Help students learn sound/symbol 

relationships and build automaticity of 
high-frequency words

 ◗ Use in whole-group settings and  
daily instructional models

Read Aloud/
Modeled
Reading

Shared
Reading

Phonics/
Word Study

www.tcmpub.com/balanced-literacy

Balanced Literacy is a dynamic framework for language arts instruction in grades K–8 that encompasses  
all elements students need to master reading, writing, and communication skills. Our suite of flexible, 
research-based resources and professional development options will help you successfully implement  
the Balanced Literacy model, supporting effective teaching and student achievement! 
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© Teacher Created Materials #15094—Short Vowel Rimes—Assessment Guide

Oral Reading Record for:

Wag!

Name: ______________________________  Date: ________

Assessor: ___________________________

Word  Count
Codes

23 E  =  errors SC  =  self-corrections M  =  meaning S  =  structure V  =  visual

Page
Text

E SC
Cues  Used

E SC

2 bag

M    S    V M    S    V

3 I  like  this  bag.

M    S    V M    S    V

4 rag

M    S    V M    S    V

5 I  like  this  rag.

M    S    V M    S    V

6 tag

M    S    V M    S    V

7 I  like  this  tag.

M    S    V M    S    V

8 wag

M    S    V M    S    V

9 I  like  this  wag.

M    S    V M    S    V

10 Wag!    Wag!    Wag!
M    S    V M    S    V

Error Rate: Self-Correction Rate: Accuracy Percentage: Time:

Sharon CoanTCM 13925
-ag

This dog wears a tag.  
It can play with a rag.  
Find out what else this 
dog likes to do!

It can play with a rag.  
Find out what else this 

6

7

I like this tag.
tag
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Fill in the Blanks

Directions: Fill in the blanks for this story with words that make sense.

Part C:

Read and Reason

Latin Bases vid, vis  = “see”

Unit III Lesson 11

Dear Diary,

My _____________________ (advisor, supervise) 

at school today said that I must start to 

______________ (visualize, television) my future.  

He asked me what I like to study.  I like to do 

___________________ (videoart, visit), where I 

can record things and play them back.  Someday, I want 

to learn how to make movies to create my own 

  ________________  (vision, visor) of how I see the  

   world.  I also like to watch ____________________

         (video camera, television), and play ________________

              (videogames, video screens), but that is 

                  after school for fun!
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Part D: 
Extend and Explore 

Latin Bases vid, vis  = “see” Unit III Lesson 11

Word Clues
Directions: Read the clues, and then write the correct words.  

 A.  A six-letter word that 
means “seeing” or “sight.”

 B.  Add a two-letter pre� x 
to make a new word that means “seeing again.”  
This might describe a 
piece of your writing 
that you changed.  

 C.  Take off the pre� x from B.   Add a new one that has 
four letters and two syllables.  Make a word that names 
something to watch.  

 D.  Take off the pre� x from C.  Add a new one that has � ve letters and two syllables.  Make a word that means 
“overseeing” or “being the boss of others.” 

Building Vocabulary for Grades 3–8
 ◗ Transition students to learning word 

structure and spelling patterns
 ◗ Introduce the study of prefixes, 

suffixes, and Greek and Latin roots
 ◗ Build students’ capacity to unlock  

the meaning of content-area and 
multisyllabic words

 ◗ Assessment tools are included in each product to drive instruction
 ◗ Allow students to take ownership of their own learning and 

prepare for today’s tests
 ◗ Communicate with key stakeholders using the data generated
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21168—Focused Reading Intervention Level 3—Teacher’s Guide

Learning Objectives
Language Conventions: Form and use simple verb tenses.

Vocabulary: Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning 

of an unknown word with the same root.
Reading Literature: Ask and answer questions to 

demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the 

text as the basis for the answers.Writing: Write an extended ending for the passage.  
Progress Monitoring

The Student Guided Practice Book pages below can be used 

to formally and informally assess student understanding of the 

concepts. 

Lesson  
18

L
itera

tu
re

Making Inferences

Materials	 •	 Student	Guided	 Practice Book  (pages 108–113)	 •	 It’s	About	Time	(filename: 
itsabouttime.pdf)	 •	 Audio	CD	(Track	18)

	 •	 Literacy	Game	Sets
	 •	 Digital	Literacy	Games
	 •	 crayons	or	markers	 •	 unlined	paper

Skill Overview: Making InferencesMaking inferences throughout 

the reading process encourages 

active reading and critical 
thinking.  Finding the answers 

to these questions requires 
the reader to analyze the text 

and determine if the answer 
is explicitly stated in the text 

or if it must be inferred using 
clues from the text.  In It’s	
About	Time,	students will 

utilize questioning as a means 

for delving deeper into the 
text to find meaning that is not 

explicitly stated, such as  
that the main character  

is alone in the passage.
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 Lesson 

18

L
it
er

a
tu

re

The guys ask me to meet them at 2:00 in the  
park for our championship baseball game.  My swimming 
lesson at the gym is done at 12:45.  It takes 10 minutes to bike 
to the park from the gym.  That’s plenty of time, I think.  Think again.

A little kid in the class before mine won’t get out of the 
pool.  The lifeguard has to chase him for 10 minutes and 
then carry him out!  So, my class starts late and ends just 
before 1:00.  Still plenty of time though, right?  Nope.I rush outside and grab my bike.  No!  I’ve got a flat tire!  

But I can walk there in 30 minutes.  I’ve got this. But then halfway there, I hit a roadblock.  Seriously?  A 
fire hydrant is busted and water is gushing everywhere!  
Everyone has to turn around.  I go back to the gym and 
take another route.  I’m starting to wonder if I’ll ever make 
it to the game.  

I walk past Mr. Ketschum’s house, the cranky man who 
lives on the corner.  I’m watching for him and don’t notice 
his trash can on the curb.  Whamo!  I knock it over, so of 
course he makes me clean it up.  Tick, tock.  Tick, tock.  Five minutes later, I’ve finished the job and start to 

jog to the park.  I do the math in my head.  First, I had 
seventy-five minutes.  Ten minutes went to the late lesson.  
Thirty minutes went to the detour and back.  Five minutes 
went to the trash pickup, and thirty minutes went to 
walking and then jogging the new route.I finally make it to the game and wave to the guys.  The 

game is about to start.  The only problem is now I’m too 
tired to play!

It’s About Time

Making Inferences (cont.)

Warm-Up Activity min.Remind students that high-frequency words are the most commonly used words in texts.  

Recognition of  and repeated exposure to these words is essential to fluent reading.  Write 

the words below on the board.  Read each word aloud, and spend a few minutes practicing 

identifying	the	words.		Set	a	timer	for	one	minute	to	see	how	many	times	students	can	

read all five words correctly.  Repeat.  Have students write the words on a sheet of paper in 

large print.  Then, say each word one at a time while students point to the high-frequency 

word on their page as quickly as possible.  If time permits, have students find and 

underline each high-frequency word in the passage.  another late meet minutes our
188

Pretest (cont.)

Name: _____________________________________ Date:___________________

Go On

21461—Focused Reading—Assessment Guide 

© Teacher Created Materials

Questions 8–14: Read the passage.  Then, answer the questions. It’s Party Time! 
“No way!” Nina insisted.  “They can’t possibly visit this weekend!”  She turned 

quickly and started to stomp up the stairs to her room. 
Her mom followed, talking as she went.  “Nina, what’s the matter?  You love Aunt 

Grace and Bridget.  Besides, they’ve already bought their plane tickets.  They can’t 

change their visit.”
Nina � opped on her bed.  Her voice muf� ed by the pillow, she said, “Don’t you 

remember?  Diane’s birthday party is on Saturday.  I already bought a present for her.  

She even called this morning to make sure I’ll be there.” 
Nina’s mom sat down on Nina’s bed.  “You don’t want to miss the chance to hang 

out with your cousin, do you?”Nina rolled over and stared at the ceiling.  “I guess not,” she murmured.  Then, in 

a stronger voice, she asked, “But what am I supposed to tell Diane?”

They both thought for a moment.  Then, a smile started to spread across Nina’s 

face.  “I know!  I’ll call Diane and ask her if Bridget can come to the party, too.”

“Now that’s a way to solve a problem!” her mom replied. 
“I can’t wait to see Bridget!” Nina cried excitedly 8. At the end of the story, Nina _____. A has an argument with Mom B calls Aunt Grace  C does not want Bridget to visit D wants Bridget to visit

 9. “She turned quickly and started to stomp up the stairs...”  From this sentence you can infer _____.  A Nina wants her mom’s opinion
 B Nina is afraid of Diane C Nina is upset and angry D Nina does not like parties

 10. Which quotation is from after Nina finds a way to solve her problem?  

 A “Besides, they’ve already bought their plane tickets.”
 B “Nina flopped on her bed.” C “I can’t wait to see Bridget!” D “Diane’s birthday party is on Saturday.”
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The guys ask me to meet them at 2:00 in the  

park for our championship baseball game.  My swimming 

lesson at the gym is done at 12:45.  It takes 10 minutes to bike 

to the park from the gym.  That’s plenty of time, I think.  

Think again.

A little kid in the class before mine won’t get out of the 

pool.  The lifeguard has to chase him for 10 minutes and 

then carry him out!  So, my class starts late and ends just 

before 1:00.  Still plenty of time though, right?  Nope.

I rush outside and grab my bike.  No!  I’ve got a flat tire!  

But I can walk there in 30 minutes.  I’ve got this. 

But then halfway there, I hit a roadblock.  Seriously?  A 

fire hydrant is busted and water is gushing everywhere!  

Everyone has to turn around.  I go back to the gym and 

take another route.  I’m starting to wonder if I’ll ever make 

it to the game.  

I walk past Mr. Ketschum’s house, the cranky man who 

lives on the corner.  I’m watching for him and don’t notice 

his trash can on the curb.  Whamo!  I knock it over, so of 

course he makes me clean it up.  Tick, tock.  Tick, tock.  

Five minutes later, I’ve finished the job and start to 

jog to the park.  I do the math in my head.  First, I had 

seventy-five minutes.  Ten minutes went to the late lesson.  

Thirty minutes went to the detour and back.  Five minutes 

went to the trash pickup, and thirty minutes went to 

walking and then jogging the new route.

I finally make it to the game and wave to the guys.  The 

game is about to start.  The only problem is now I’m too 

tired to play!

It’s About Time

21177—Focused Reading—Student Guided Practice Book 

© Teacher Created Materials

Lesson 18

108

Name: _________________________________________________ Date: ________________Word Work 
Part 1: VerbsDirections: Read the verbs below.  Color the past-tense verbs green, 

present-tense verbs orange, and future-tense verbs yellow.  laughed talk cooked will enjoy laugh
will talk will laugh jog enjoy talked
jogged enjoyed will jog cook will cookPart 2: Language and Vocabulary 

Directions: Read the words below.  Sort each word by the root they 

have in common.

autograph dictate paragraph graphite
predict contradict verdict photographgraph: to write or draw

dic: to speak

Challenge: Write a sentence using one word from each column. 
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

© Teacher Created Materials 

21177—Focused Reading—Student Guided Practice Book

Lesson 

18

109

Name: _________________________________________________ Date: ________________
Stop and Ask! 

Directions: As you read the story, stop and ask questions!  Record your questions below.

Challenge: Where else might you find answers to any unanswered questions from the text?

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Question 1: 

Question 2: 

Question 3: 

Question 4: 

Question 5: 

21177—Focused Reading—Student Guided Practice Book 
© Teacher Created Materials

Lesson 

18

110



Guided Reading
Nonfiction Readers

Fiction Readers

Bookroom Collections
 ◗ Provide a wide variety of text  

at appropriate reading levels in 
both fiction and nonfiction

 ◗ Introduce students to multiple text types  
as called for in the new standards

 ◗ Build literacy skills, foster comprehension,  
and create independent and proficient readers 

 ◗ Integrate close reading strategies and prepare 
students for evidence-based assessments

Independent Reading
Science Readers: Content and Literacy in Science

Primary Source Readers:  
Content and Literacy in Social Studies
 ◗ Encourage students to practice reading a variety  

of high-interest texts
 ◗ Provide additional opportunities for close reading  

and analysis of rich text
 ◗ Engage students through hands-on activities,  

fun facts, and authentic content

Writing
Write TIME For Kids® 
 ◗ Use provided lessons to 

teach in whole-group, 
small-group, and 
independent settings

 ◗ Expose students to models  
of good writing

 ◗ Develop writing within  
the context of reading, oral 
discussion, and vocabulary 
development

 ◗ Help students convey 
complex ideas and 
information clearly  
and accurately

Guided
Reading

Independent
Reading

Writing

www.tcmpub.com/balanced-literacy

Balanced Literacy is a dynamic framework for language arts instruction in grades K–8 that encompasses  
all elements students need to master reading, writing, and communication skills. Our suite of flexible, 
research-based resources and professional development options will help you successfully implement  
the Balanced Literacy model, supporting effective teaching and student achievement! 

 ◗ Tap into the engaging and purposeful digital support provided
 ◗ Use the Interactive eBooks and digital games to reinforce and apply the 

skills taught
 ◗ Demonstrate student growth and achievement using digital assessments 

Liquid, Solid, Gas
Water moves and changes.  It can be a liquid.  

This means it flows freely.  The water you drink is 

a liquid.  But if the air gets cold, water can freeze.  

It turns into a solid.  Ice is a solid.  When liquid 

water gets hot, it changes again.  It turns into a gas.  

Then, it is called water vapor. water vapor

water

ice

8
9

7

6

Marco makes an alien with kiwi fruit  

for eyes.

He makes a nose of berries that are each 

a different size.

6 - 7

You can help make laws, too.  Do you have an idea 

for a new law?  Share your idea with others.  It might end 

up in Congress!

Following the Law
Laws do not work well unless we all follow them.  

You can be a good citizen by following the law.

Congress

These kids want a law that will stop all wars.  

26
27

Local Laws

8

9

Local laws help people who live together in 
communities (kuh‑MYOO‑ni‑teez) get along.  They 
tell neighbors to be quiet late at night.  They tell people 
where they can park their cars.  Different cities can have 
different laws.  

Local Laws
Local laws help people live together.  A local law 

may tell stores to use paper bags instead of plastic bags.  
Or a law may say where a house can be built. 

This woman's local store uses paper 
bags.  It is the law in her city.  

In this city, it is against the law to 
park on this part of the street. 

8

9

8 - 9

WRITING NARRATIVE NONFICTION

Writing a good story doesn’t always 

mean making the story up. Narrative 

nonfiction is writing that tells a true story. 

There are many ways to do this. The story 

can be about one person or many people. It 

can be about something that happened long 

ago or just a few minutes ago. In this 

kind of writing, you can even include 

your own experiences and ideas. 

You can also just tell the facts and 

keep yourself out of it. Narrative 

means the writer is the narrator, 

or storyteller. But the key word 

is nonfiction. That means what 

you’re writing is true.

Card ➊
Narrative 
Nonfiction

N
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ti
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To 

read 

a great 

example 

of narrative 

nonfiction 

writin
g,  

turn the page!

This is Jefris 

from Kenya in 

Africa.
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NEW! 
Levels 6Ð8

NEW! 
Bookroom 

Collections

New  
Grades  

6Ð8

Get detailed product information, 
including pricing and ordering at 
tcmpub.com/balanced-literacy

24006—Write TIME For Kids Best Practices Guide —Level 3 
© Teacher Created Materials
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Using a WriterÕs Workshop Model (cont.)

 
Student-Teacher Evaluation Form

Student Name __________________________ Stage of Writing  ________________________________

Conference Goals (Identified by the student) _________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Self-Evaluation

Write at least two things I like about this piece of writing.

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

What is at least one area that I am struggling in with this piece of writing?

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

What are my next writing steps? 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Teacher-Evaluation

Note: Have each student complete the top of this form to bring to the student/teacher conference.

What are at least two things that are going well in this piece of writing?

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

What is one item to focus on to improve this piece of writing?

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

What writing goal will we review together the next time we meet?

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

#
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Dept# B17BLR 
5301 Oceanus Drive  
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

(800) 858-7339 
www.tcmpub.com/administrators

Customer Code

Achieve the
Balance

We offer a wide variety of professional development options and formats that support your  
Balanced Literacy model and help teachers meet key learning objectives.

 ◗ Incorporate rigorous guided reading  
instruction using appropriately complex texts

 ◗ Learn high-yield strategies for effectively 
implementing all components of  
balanced literacy

 ◗ Formulate balanced assessments that align  
to each component

 ◗ Develop close reading strategies

For information on our workshops, 
instructional coaching, and 
detailed product information,  
visit us online!

B2335

Our training is anchored  
by one or more of these 
popular, topical, and teacher-
friendly professional resources.

To learn more about our Professional Development  
options, call (800) 858-7339 or visit us online  
at www.tcmpub.com

B17BLR

Scan this code with your smartphone or  
tablet or go to www.tcmpub.com/balanced-literacy

“Teacher Created Materials was great at strategically 
customizing and aligning their materials with the needs 
of our district; thus providing a clear and intentional 
focus on teaching and learning outcomes.”

Associate Superintendent  
of Curriculum and Instruction

www.tcmpub.com/balanced-literacy

Visit us online for special pricing 
on professional development 
resources for Balanced Literacy!


